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Abstract— We construct compositional continuous approxi-
mations for an interconnection of infinitely many discrete-time
switched systems. An approximation (known as abstraction)
is itself a continuous-space system, which can be used as a
replacement of the original (known as concrete) system in
a controller design process. Having synthesized a controller
for the abstract system, the controller is refined to a more
detailed controller for the concrete system. To quantify the
mismatch between the output trajectory of the approximation
and of that the original system, we use the notion of so-
called simulation functions. In particular, each subsystem in
the concrete network and its corresponding one in the abstract
network is related through a local simulation function. We show
that if the local simulation functions satisfy a certain small-
gain type condition developed for a network of infinitely many
subsystems, then the aggregation of the individual simulation
functions provides an overall simulation function between the
overall abstraction and the concrete network. For a network
of linear switched systems, we systematically construct local
abstractions and local simulation functions, where the required
conditions are expressed in terms of linear matrix inequalities
and can be efficiently computed. We illustrate the effectiveness
of our approach through an application to frequency control
in a power gird with a switched (i.e. time-varying) topology.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high cost of incorrect configuration of a control
system, on one hand, and safety concerns, on the other
hand, call for automated and provably correct techniques for
the verification and synthesis of modern control systems. In
addition, emergent applications which consist of large-scale
networked systems such as smart grids, connected automated
vehicles, swarm robotics, etc. necessitate advanced control
objectives going well beyond classic control problems such
as regulation and tracking.

The complexity of control objectives, large and time-
varying number of participating agents, and the complexity
of the problem require methods on automated synthesis of
provably correct controllers by joining forces from control
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theory and computer science. Particularly, a discrete abstrac-
tion (refereed to as symbolic model) provides automated syn-
thesis of a correct-by-design controller for the original (re-
ferred to as concrete) system. In this approach, the controller
synthesis problem can be algorithmically solved over a finite
abstraction of the concrete system. Then, the constructed
controller is refined back to the original system based on
some behavioral relation between the original system and its
finite abstraction such as approximate alternating simulation
relations [1].

The applicability of finite abstractions is considerably
limited due to the computational complexity of constructing
discrete approximations of the concrete system. Therefore, a
brute force approach to large-scale systems is not feasible. A
way to reduce this computational complexity is to introduce
a pre-processing step by constructing so-called continuous
abstractions. In that way, a continuous-space system, but
possibly with a lower dimension, is obtained for the concrete
system [2]–[4]. To further manage the computational com-
plexity, one may divide a possibly large-scale network into
several smaller subsystems and then construct an abstraction
for each subsystem individually. The methodology to achieve
an abstraction for the overall network via the interconnec-
tion of the individual abstractions is called a compositional
approach [5]–[7]. However, an efficient approach which
is independent of the size of the network and potentially
applicable to infinite-dimensional cases is still missing.

Motivated by the above discussion, this paper aims at
providing a scale-free compositional approach for the con-
struction of continuous abstractions for arbitrarily large-
scale networks of discrete-time switched systems. Inspired
by the works in the literature regarding stability analysis of
large-scale systems e.g. [8]–[12], to address the scalability
issue, we over-approximate a finite-but-large network with
a network composed of infinitely many subsystems, which
we call it an infinite network. It is widely accepted that an
infinite network captures the essence of its corresponding
finite network; see, e.g., a vehicle platooning application
in [13]. This treatment leads to an infinite-dimensional
system and calls for a more rigorous and detailed setting.
In particular, we adapt the notion of simulation functions [2]
to the case of infinite-dimensional systems. The existence
of a simulation function ensures that the error between the
output trajectories of the abstract system and that of the
concrete system is quantitatively bounded in a certain sense
(cf. Definition III.1).

Following the compositionality approach, we assign to
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each subsystem an individual simulation function and con-
struct each local abstraction accordingly. Then we aggregate
them to compose an abstraction for the overall network. We
show that the aggregation yields a continuous abstraction for
the overall concrete network if a certain small-gain condition,
which has been recently developed in [14], is satisfied. The
effectiveness of our approach is verified by an application
to frequency control in a power grid with a time-varying
topology.

Notation: We write N0(N) for the set of nonnegative
(positive) integers. For vector norms on finite- and infinite-
dimensional vector spaces, we write | · |. By `p, p ∈ [1,∞),
we denote the Banach space of all real sequences x =
(xi)i∈N with finite `p-norm |x|p < ∞, where |x|p =
(
∑∞
i=1 |xi|p)1/p for p <∞. If X is a Banach space, we write

r(T ) for the spectral radius of a bounded linear operator
T : X → X . The identity function is denoted by id. We will
consider K and K∞ comparison functions, see [15, Chapter
4.4] for definitions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We study the interconnection of countably many switched
systems, each given by a finite-dimensional difference equa-
tion. We define the switching signal functions σi : N0 → Si,
i ∈ N for Si ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ri} which is a finite index set with
ri ∈ N. We denote the set of such switching signals by Si.
The i-th subsystem (i ∈ N) is written as

Σi :

{
xi(k + 1) = fi,σi(k)(xi(k),wi(k),ui(k)),
yi(k) = hi,σi(k)(xi(k)),

(1)

where xi : N0 → Rni , wi : N0 → RNi , ui : N0 → Rmi ,
and yi : N0 → Rqi are state signal, internal input signal,
external input signal, and output signal, respectively.

The family (Σi)i∈N comes together with sequences
(ni)i∈N, (mi)i∈N of positive integers and finite sets Ii ⊂
N\{i}, and Ii ⊂ N enumerate the neighbors of Σi, i.e.,
those systems Σj , j ∈ Ii, Σj′ , j

′ ∈ Ii that affect or are
affected by Σi, respectively. By definition we require that
i /∈ Ii∪Ii, ∀i ∈ N. We denote wi(k) = (wij(k))j∈Ii ∈ RNi
for Ni :=

∑
j∈Ii nj as the internal inputs to show the

interconnections. The output functions hi,σi(k)(xi(k)) =(
hij,σi(k)(xi(k))

)
j∈(i∪Ii)

, yi(k) = (yij(k))j∈(i∪Ii) are ele-
ments of Rqi . Note that wi(k) and yi(k) are partitioned into
sub-vectors and we aggregate all the subsystems Σi through
the interconnection constraints given by wij(k) = yji(k) for
all i ∈ N and for all j ∈ Ii. In that way, the interconnection
of Σi, i ∈ N, is described by

Σ :

{
x(k + 1) = fσ(k)(x(k),u(k)),
y(k) = hσ(k)(x(k)),

(2)

where x(k) = (xi(k))i∈N, u(k) = (ui(k))i∈N, y(k) =
(yii(k))i∈N, σ(k) = (σi(k))i∈N, fσ(k)(x(k),u(k)) =(
fi,σi(k)(xi(k),wi(k),ui(k))

)
i∈N, and hσ(k)(x(k)) :=(

hii,σi(k)(xi(k))
)
i∈N.

Clearly, system (2) is an infinite-dimensional system,
which asks for careful choice of the state and input spaces.
We choose appropriate Banach spaces X ⊂

∏
i∈N Rni and

U ⊂
∏
i∈N Rmi , and restrict fσ(k) to X × U , σ : N → S,

for all k ∈ N0, where S =
∏
i∈N Si.

We model the state space X of Σ as a Banach space of
sequences x = (xi)i∈N with xi ∈ Rni . The most natural
choice is an `p-space. To define such a space, we first fix a
norm on each Rni . Then, for every p ∈ [1,∞), we put

`p(N, (ni)) :=
{
x = (xi)i∈N : xi ∈ Rni ,

∑
i∈N
|xi|p <∞

}
and equip this space with the norm |x|p := (

∑
i∈N |xi|p)1/p.

As the state space of the system Σ, we consider X :=
`p(N, (ni)) for a fixed p ∈ [1,∞). Similarly, for a fixed
q ∈ [1,∞), we consider the external input space U :=
`q(N, (mi)), where we fix norms on Rmi that we simply
denote by | · | again. The space of admissible external input
functions u is defined by U :=

{
u : N0 → U

}
. We denote

the corresponding solutions by x(k, x, σ,u) for any k ∈ N0,
any initial value x ∈ X , any switching signal σ ∈ S, and
any control input u ∈ U .

We refer to system (2) as the concrete system, which is
often hard to control. In order to synthesize these systems,
using a simpler, though less precise system called an abstract
system is beneficial. Adopting the same notational conven-
tion as those for Σi and Σ, but with the ·̂ sign on the top of
the respective ones, we introduce the symbols for the abstract
subsystems Σ̂i and the corresponding overall system and Σ̂,
respectively.

III. ABSTRACTIONS FOR SWITCHED DISCRETE-TIME
SYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce the notion of so-called
simulation functions for the discrete-time switched systems
with only external inputs. A simulation function of Σ̂ by
Σ is a function over their state spaces which explain how
a state trajectory of Σ̂ can be transformed into a state
trajectory of Σ to make the distance between the associated
output trajectories bounded. Formally, a simulation function
is defined as follows:

Definition III.1 Consider the systems Σ and Σ̂ with the
same output spaces and fixed p, q ∈ [1,∞). Let Vs :
X × X̂ → R+, s ∈ S, be a family of functions. Let there
exist positive constants α, b, such that for all s ∈ S, x ∈ X ,
x̂ ∈ X̂ ,

α
∣∣∣hs(x)− ĥs(x̂)

∣∣∣b
p
≤ Vs(x, x̂), (3)

and there exist a function ρext ∈ K and a positive constant
λ < 1 , such that for all consecutive s′, s ∈ S (i.e., s′ =
σ(k+ 1), s = σ(k) for k ∈ N0), and all x ∈ X , x̂ ∈ X̂ and
û ∈ Û there exist u ∈ U so that we have

Vs′(fs(x, u), f̂s(x̂, û))− Vs(x, x̂)
≤ −λVs(x, x̂) + ρext(|û|q).

(4)

Then, the functions Vs are called the simulation functions
from Σ̂ to Σ.



The following proposition shows the importance of the
existence of a simulation function.

Proposition III.2 Consider systems Σ and Σ̂, the same
output space, and fixed p, q ∈ [1,∞). Let a set of simulation
functions Vs, s ∈ S, from Σ̂ to Σ be given. Then there exist
a function γext ∈ K and positive constants ϑ and β < 1,
such that for any σ ∈ S , x ∈ X , x̂ ∈ X̂ , û ∈ Û , k ∈ N0,
there exists u ∈ U so that we have

|y(k, x, σ,u)− ŷ(k, x̂, σ, û)|p
≤ ϑβk(Vσ(0)(ξ, ξ̂))

1
b + γext(|û|q,∞), (5)

where |û|q,∞ := supk∈N0
|û(k)|q and b as in (3).

The proof is not presented due to space limitations. Basically
it follows similar arguments as those in the proof of [16,
Lemma 3.5].

Remark III.3 If we are given an interface function ν that
maps every x, x̂, û, and s to an input u = ν(x, x̂, û, s) so
that (4) is satisfied, then, the input u that realizes (5) is
readily given by u(k) = ν(x(k), x̂(k), û(k), σ(k)), see [17,
Theorem 1].

IV. COMPOSITIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF ABSTRACTIONS
AND SIMULATION FUNCTIONS

In this section, we construct continuous compositional ab-
straction for an interconnection of countably many discrete-
time switched system and the corresponding simulation
function from the abstractions of the subsystems and their
corresponding simulation functions, respectively. Then, we
focus on linear subsystems and provide conditions under
which local quadratic simulation functions with their associ-
ated interface functions construct the abstractions.

We assume that subsystems Σi for i ∈ N, given by (1),
together with their abstractions Σ̂i and the there exist simu-
lation functions Vi,si , si ∈ Si, from Σ̂i to Σi satisfying the
following assumption

Assumption IV.1 Consider the subsystems Σi for i ∈ N,
together with their abstractions Σ̂i. For fixed p, q ∈ [1,∞),
there exist functions Vi,si : Rni × Rn̂i → R+, si ∈ Si, with
the following properties.
• There are positive constants αi so that for all xi ∈ Rni ,

all x̂i ∈ Rn̂i

αi

∣∣∣hi,si(xi)− ĥi,si(x̂i)∣∣∣p ≤ Vi,si(xi, x̂i). (6)

• There are positive constants λi < 1, ρi,int, ρi,ext, such
that for all consecutive s′i, si ∈ Si, xi ∈ Rni , x̂i ∈ Rn̂i ,
ûi ∈ Rm̂i , there exist ui ∈ Rmi , so that the following
holds for all wi ∈ RNi , ŵi ∈ RN̂i :

Vi,s′i

(
fi,si(xi, wi, ui), f̂i,si(x̂i, ŵi, ûi)

)
− Vi,si (xi, x̂i)

≤ −λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) + ρi,ext|ûi|q + ρi,int |wi − ŵi|p .
(7)

We assume that the following uniformity conditions hold for
the constants introduced above.

Assumption IV.2 There are constants α, λ, ρext > 0 so that
for all i ∈ N, we have α ≤ αi, λ ≤ λi, ρi,ext ≤ ρext.

In order to formulate a small-gain condition, we further
introduce the following matrices by utilizing the coefficients
from (7):

Λ := diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, . . .), Γ := (γij)i,j∈N, (8)

where

γij :=

{
ρi,intN̄i

1
αj
, j ∈ Ii,

0, j /∈ Ii,
(9)

for N̄i as the number of neighbors of subsystem i. Now, we
define the following matrix by which we express our small-
gain condition:

Ψ := Λ−1Γ := (ψij)i,j∈N, ψij = γij/λi. (10)

We make the following spectral radius condition which
provides a quantitative index on the strength of coupling
between the subsystems.

Assumption IV.3 The spectral radius r(Ψ) < 1.

We make an assumption on the boundedness of the operator
Γ.

Assumption IV.4 The operator Γ = (γij)i,j∈N satisfies
supj∈N

∑∞
i=1 γij <∞.

Note that the assumption above holds if each subsystem is
interconnected to a finitely many subsystems.

The following theorem gives the main result of the pa-
per, which is a compositional approach for construction of
abstractions of infinite interconnected control systems and
their corresponding simulation functions.

Theorem IV.5 Consider the infinite networks Σ and Σ̂ with
fixed p, q ∈ [1,∞). Suppose that Assumptions IV.1, IV.2, IV.3
and IV.4 hold. Then there exists a vector µ = (µi)i∈N ∈ `∞
satisfying µ ≤ µi ≤ µ with some constants µ, µ > 0, such
that the following is satisfied for a constant 0 < λ∞ < 1.

[µ>(−Λ + Γ)]i
µi

≤ −λ∞ ∀i ∈ N, s ∈ S. (11)

Moreover, for all si ∈ Si, s ∈ S,

Vs(x, x̂) =

∞∑
i=1

µiVi,si(xi, x̂i), Vs : X × X̂ → R+

are simulation functions of Σ̂ by Σ with b = p, α = µα as
in (3) and λ = λ∞ and ρext : t 7→ µ ρextt

q as in (4).

Proof: From [14, Lemma V.10], Assumption IV.3 (i.e.
r(Ψ) < 1) implies that there exists a vector µ = (µi)i∈N ∈
`∞ satisfying µ ≤ µi ≤ µ such that (11) holds.



Now we show that V in (IV.5) satisfies (3) with α = µα.
For any s ∈ S, si ∈ Si, x ∈ X , x̂ ∈ X̂ , and taking b = p, it
follows from (6) and Assumption IV.2 that

∞∑
i=1

µiVi,si(xi, x̂i) ≥
∞∑
i=1

µiαi|hi,si(xi)− ĥi,si(x̂i)|p

≥ µα
∞∑
i=1

|hi,si(xi)− ĥi,si(x̂i)|p

≥ µα|hs(x)− ĥs(x̂)|pp.

Now we show the inequality (4) holds as well. Considering
(7) and (IV.5), we obtain the chain of inequalities in (12) for
all s′i, si ∈ Si, sj ∈ Sj , s′, s ∈ S, i ∈ N.

Letting Vsvec(x, x̂) := (Vi,si(xi, x̂i))i∈N and using (12)
and (11) , we have that

Vs′(fs(x, u), f̂s(x̂, û))− Vs(x, x̂)

≤
[
µ>(−Λ + Γ)Vsvec(x, x̂) +

∞∑
i=1

µiρi,ext|ûi|q
]

≤ −λ∞Vs(x, x̂) + ρext(|û|q),

where ρext(t) = µ ρextt
q for all t ≥ 0.

A. Abstractions for linear systems

In this section, we use the previous results to compute the
compositional abstractions for a network of linear switched
subsystems. We aim to construct abstractions with output
trajectories close enough to those of the concrete system.

Consider the following network on interconnected linear
switched systems:

Σi :

 xi(k + 1) = Ai,σi(k)xi(k) +Di,σi(k)wi(k)
+Bi,σi(k)ui(k),

yi(k) = Ci,σi(k)xi(k),
(13)

where σi ∈ Si, Ai,σi(k) ∈ Rni×ni , Bi,σi(k) ∈ Rni×mi ,
Ci,σi(k) ∈ Rqi×ni and Di,σi(k) ∈ Rni×pi for i ∈ N.

Choose X = `2(N, (ni)) and U = `2(N, (mi)). We
assume that we are given abstractions as Σ̂i, and then provide
conditions under which Vi,si for si ∈ Si are candidate
simulation functions from Σ̂i to Σi. Assume that there exist
a family of matrices Ki,si , positive definite matrices Mi,si

and given 0 < κi < 1 for i ∈ N, such that the following
matrix inequalities hold for all consecutive s′i, si ∈ Si (i.e.,
s′i = σi(k + 1), si = σi(k) for k ∈ N0).

C>i,siCi,si �Mi,si , (14a)

3(Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)
>Mi,s′i

(Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)−Mi,si

� −κiMi,si . (14b)

Note that (14b) could be transformed to a LMI using the
Schur complement lemma (see [18, Remark 4.7]).

Take the following simulation function candidates for the
mentioned chosen state space:

Vi,si(xi, x̂i) = (xi − Pix̂i)>Mi,si(xi − Pix̂i). (15)

The input is given by the interface function νi as follows.

ui = νi(xi, x̂i, ûi, ŵi, si) (16)

=Ki,si(xi − Pix̂i) +Qi,si x̂i +Ri,si ûi + Ti,siŵi,

where Pi, i ∈ N, are appropriate dimension matrices.
Assume that the following inequalities hold for some ap-
propriate dimension matrices Qi,si , Ti,si .

Ai,siPi = PiÂi,si −Bi,siQi,σi , (17a)

Di,si = PiD̂i,si −Bi,siTi,σi , (17b)

Ci,siPi = Ĉi,si . (17c)

Theorem IV.6 Consider two systems Σi = (Ai,si , Bi,si ,
Ci,si , Di,si) and Σ̂i = (Âi,si , B̂i,si , Ĉi,si , D̂i,si) for i ∈ N.
Suppose that for all si ∈ Si there exist appropriate matrices
Mi,si , Pi, Ki,si , Qi,si and Ti,si which satisfy (14) and (17).
Then, the functions defined in (15) are simulation functions
from Σ̂i to Σi with inputs given by (16).

Proof: According to (17c), we have

|Ci,sixi−Ĉi,si x̂i| =(
(xi−PiĈi,si)>C>i,siCi,si(xi−PiĈi,si)

) 1
2 .

Using (14a), it is clear that |Ci,sixi − Ĉi,si x̂i|2 ≤
Vi,si(xi, x̂i) holds for all xi ∈ Rni , x̂i ∈ Rn̂i . Then, (6)
is satisfied with αi = 1, i ∈ N, p = 2.

Now, we proceed to show that (7) is satisfied, too.
By using (17a), (17b) and considering the ui given by (16),

Ai,sixi+Bi,siui+Di,siwi−Pi(Âi,si x̂i+B̂i,si ûi+D̂i,siŵi)
is simplified to (Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)(xi−Pix̂i) +Di,si(wi−
ŵi) + (Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)ûi. Therefore, we obtain

Vi,s′i

(
fi,si(xi, wi, ui), f̂i,si(x̂i, ŵi, ûi)

)
− Vi,si(xi, x̂i)

=(xi − Pix̂i)>[(Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)
>Mi,s′i

× (Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)−Mi,si ](xi − Pix̂i)
+ [2(xi − Pix̂i)>(Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)

>]Mi,s′i

× [Di,si(wi − ŵi)] + [2(xi − Pix̂i)>

× (Ai,si +Bi,siKi,si)
>]Mi,s′i

[(Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)ûi]
+ [2(wi − ŵi)>Di,si

>]Mi,s′i
[(Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)ûi]

+ |
√
Mi,s′i

Di,si(wi − ŵi)|2

+ |
√
Mi,s′i

(Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)ûi|2. (18)

Using Young’s inequality and (14b), we can obtain the
following:

Vi,s′i

(
fi,si(xi, wi, ui), f̂i,si(x̂i, ŵi, ûi)

)
− Vi,si(xi, x̂i) ≤

− κiVi,si(xi, x̂i) + 3|
√
Mi,s′i

Di,si |2|wi − ŵi|2

+ 3
∣∣∣√Mi,s′i

(Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)
∣∣∣2|ûi|2.

Thus, (7) holds with p = q = 2, λi = κi, ρi,ext =
3 max

si
{|
√
Mi,s′i

(Bi,siRi,si − PiB̂i,si)|2} and ρi,int =

3 max
si
{|
√
Mi,s′i

Di,si |2}.
Therefore, the functions of (15) are simulation functions

from Σ̂i to Σi.



Vs′
(
fs(x, u), f̂s(x̂, û)

)
− Vs(x, x̂) =

∞∑
i=1

µi

[
Vi,s′i

(
fi,si(xi, wi, ui), f̂i,si(x̂i, ŵi, ûi)

)
− Vi,si(xi, x̂i)

]
≤
∞∑
i=1

µi(−λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) + ρi,int |wi − ŵi|p + ρi,ext|ûi|q)

≤
∞∑
i=1

µi(−λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) +
∑
j∈Ii

ρi,intN̄i |wij − ŵij |p + ρi,ext|ûi|q)

≤
∞∑
i=1

µi(−λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) +
∑
j∈Ii

ρi,intN̄i

∣∣∣hj,sj (xj)− ĥj,sj (x̂j)∣∣∣p + ρi,ext|ûi|q)

≤
∞∑
i=1

µi(−λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) +
∑
j∈Ii

ρi,intN̄i
1
αj
Vj,sj (xj , x̂j) + ρi,ext|ûi|q)

(9)

≤
∞∑
i=1

µi

(
−λiVi,si(xi, x̂i) +

∑
j∈Ii

γijVj,sj (xj , x̂j) + ρi,ext|ûi|q
)
.

(12)

V. EXAMPLE

We verify the effectiveness of our theoretical results by
regulating the frequency deviations in a power network.

We consider a power network modeled by an interconnec-
tion of second-order systems, known as swing equation [19].
In particular, we consider two circular topologies: in the first
one shown in Figure 1, subsystem i is fed by subsystem i−1;
in the other configuration, subsystem i is fed by subsystem
i + 1, see Figure 2. We assume that the network topology
switches between these two configurations at certain times.
Let σi(k) be the switching signal which takes values in the
set {1, 2}, where σi(k) = 1 corresponds to the topology
shown in Figure 1 and σi(k) = 2 corresponds to that
illustrated in Figure 2. To mathematically describe such a
relation between the network topology and the switching
signal, we define the function gi by

gi(s) =

{
i− 1 if s = 1,
i+ 1 if s = 2.

In that way, each subsystem of the network is described by

Σi :



[
δi(k + 1)
ωi(k + 1)

]
=

[
1 1

−ligi(σi(k))
mi

1− di
mi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ai,σi(k)

[
δi(k)
ωi(k)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:xi(k)

+

[
0

ligi(σi(k))
mi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Di,σi(k)

δgi(σi(k))(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:wi(k)

+

[
0
1
mi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Bi

ui(k),

yi(k) =

[
Cii

Cigi(σi(k))

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ci,σi(k)

[
δi(k)
ωi(k)

]
,

where Cii =
[
0 1

]
, Cigi(σi(k)) =

[
1 0

]
, and δi, ωi, mi,

di, and ui are the phase angle, frequency, inertia, damping
coefficient, and the mechanical input power of bus i, respec-
tively. The coefficient ligi(si) = |vi||vgi(si)|bigi(si), where
|vi| is the absolute value of the voltage of bus i, and bisi is
the susceptance of the line (i, gi(si)) for si ∈ {1, 2}.

Σ3 Σ4 Σi−1

u3 u4 ui−1

ΣiΣ2

ui

y33

y34

y(i−1)(i−1)

Σ1

y22

y23

y11

y(i−1)i

u2 u1

y12

y44

yii

Fig. 1. The interconnected system Σ for si = 1.
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Σ1
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y32
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y22 y11

y21

u4 y(i−1)(i−1)

uiu1

Fig. 2. The interconnected system Σ for si = 2.

The interconnection structure switches between two cir-
cular topologies shown in Figures 1-2.

To construct abstractions for Σ, we construct an ab-
straction for Σi, i ∈ N, for both communication
topologies, i.e. for both si = 1, 2. Taking Ki,si =[
ligi(si) − 9

16mi di − 1.5mi

]
, for both si = 1, 2, and

κi = 0.2, we compute Mi,s′i
= Mi,si =

[
11.20 12.50
12.50 17.83

]
,

for s′i, si ∈ {1, 2}, which satisfies (14). Now we proceed to
compute other matrices so that (17) holds. Using (17a), we
take Qi,si = ligi(si) for si = 1, 2. We obtain Âi,si = ci, si =
1, 2, and Pi = [1; ci − 1] for constant ci which is determined
by solving the equation c2i + ci(

di
mi
− 2) + 1 = 0. Therefore,

ci = 1− di
2mi

. Moreover, using (17b), we get D̂i,si = 0 and

Ti,si = −ligi(s). Accordingly, Ĉi,si = Ci,si

[
1

ci − 1

]
.

We also choose B̂i,si = di
2mi

− 0.6 and Ri,si =

(B>i,siMi,siBi,si)
−1B>i,siMi,siPiB̂i,si to minimize ρi,ext as

suggested in [2].
With the choice of Vi, Assumptions IV.1 and IV.2 hold

with αi = 1, λi = 0.2, ρi,int = 0.1455, ρi,ext = 8.1487 ×
10−11. Recalling the circular interconnection topologies,
each subsystem is directly fed by either subsystem i −
1 or i + 1 at each time instant. So (9) gives γij =
3 max

si
{|
√
Mi,s′i

Di,si |2}N̄i 1
αj

= 0.1455 for j ∈ Ii and
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Fig. 3. The error norm between the output trajectories of Σ and Σ̂,
consisting of 1000 subsystems.
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Fig. 4. The external outputs yii (i.e. frequency deviations) for i =
1, . . . , 1000.

γij = 0 for j /∈ Ii. Then we get

r(Ψ) < sup
j∈N

∞∑
i=1

ψij <
0.1455

0.2
< 1,

which implies that the spectral radius condition IV.3 is
fulfilled. Therefore all the hypotheses of Theorem IV.5 are
satisfied.

For the sake of simulations, we consider a network of 1000
subsystems. The parameter values are set as mi = 105kgm2,
di = 1s−1, lii = 4 × 103 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , 1000}.
Additionally for si = 1 and si = 2, we have li(i−1) = 4×103

and li(i+1) = 4× 103, respectively. Recalling the computed
matrices Âi,si and B̂i,si , by taking each local controller
of the abstract subsystem as ûi = x̂i the network Σ̂ gets
stabilized at the origin. The switching between si = 1 and
si = 2 occurs at k = 5n, n ∈ N time instants. The norm
of the overall error between the output trajectories of the
abstract and concrete systems and the closed-loop output
trajectories of the concrete subsystems are, respectively,
depicted by Figures 3 and 4. From the choice of û and
stabilizability of Σ̂ at the origin, limk→∞ |û(k)|2 → 0. This
together with (4) implies that the mismatch between output
trajectories converges to zero, which is illustrated by Fig. 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We constructed continuous abstractions compositionally
for an infinite network of switched discrete-time systems
with arbitrary switching signals. To do this, we extended
the notion of simulation functions to infinite-dimensional
systems (networks of infinitely many finite-dimensional sys-
tems). Following the compositionality approach, we assigned
to each subsystem an individual simulation function and

constructed each local abstraction accordingly. Finally we
composed the local abstractions to provide an abstraction of
the overall network. We showed that the aggregation yields
a continuous abstraction of the overall concrete network if
the small-gain condition, expressed in terms of a spectral
radius criterion, is satisfied. For linear systems, our approach
boils down to linear matrix inequality conditions which can
be computed efficiently. We applied our result to a power
network with a switched topology.
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